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About This Game

Rock, Ken, Bo is a 2D fighting game based on Rock, Paper, Scissors. Quickly switch between rock, paper, or scissors to attack
your opponent accordingly. Rock, Ken, Bo features 6 gameplay modes to challenge you and your friends with as well as a single

player story with multiple endings. Do you have what it takes to become a true Rock, Ken, Bo master?

EPILEPSY WARNING: Portions of this game can have rapidly flashing screens which may have the potential to trigger
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seizures for those with photosensitive epilepsy.
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Title: Rock, Ken, Bo
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Xelphyre Games
Publisher:
Xelphyre Games
Release Date: 4 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel® Atom™ Z3735 or AMD A4-6210

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics (Bay Trail) or AMD Radeon HD 6310

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: For 2 player PvP, 2 controllers are required. XBox 360 controllers are the recommended controllers to use.

English
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A Blind Legend is a decent tech demo for audio gaming, but it's uninspired. The protagonist's voice actor gives the standard
fantasy plot a good effort; however, the rest of the performances are bland at best, and at worst they become outright obnoxious
as characters recite their lines every time you fail and have to replay a section. The overall sound design isn't bad, but it isn't
hard to list games that did better soundscapes while also having graphics.

There are two kinds of gameplay: navigating the world using positional audio and quick-time cues, and using positional audio to
swing your sword at whoever is loudly assaulting you until they expire horribly. The lack of variety becomes tiresome, without
much to differentiate your first bandit fight from the final boss.

Overall, A Blind Legend gets an A for trying something new, but a C for effort.. Solid Zelda-alike with the occasional bit of
questionably-written dialogue.. Doesn't support steam vr for windows mixed reality, and it should! at a guess it would take devs
about ten minutes to reset the position as based on the imnital position of the headset. As it stands you just get a message about
being out of game bounds.. This game has so much potential. I love it already. It has a lot of bugs and some are game breaking
but its still a great game for an early access. The achievements are also bugged, that may just be for me idk. I have never played
a guild game before but Im loving this one. Im excited to see how this game shapes up to be when it finishes.. "More music by
FlyByNo."

That's all the review this will ever need.. Nice little puzzle game. Turn-based, comparable to chess. Difficulty is easy for adults.
Maybe challenging for children. What the game lacks is keyboard control (you can't cancel menus with Escape) and a zoom
feature. Would be nice to have. Hope to see some extra maps soon. Perfectly playable under Linux through Wine.
Thank you for programming this one!. Great little 2 hour puzzler. Level 57 drove me nuts. The rest were quite manageable.
Nice flow and great music.. I only played through the single player campaign, but I found this to be an entertaining RTS game.
It's not the best, but if you have an RTS itch that needs to be scratched, it will work.

There are 3 factions in Grey Goo: Humans, Beta, and Goo. The Humans and Beta are VERY similar to one another. The Goo
are unlike anything I've seen in an RTS and therefore an interesting change. The story is fairly entertaining

+Graphics are nice
+Game is well optimized, except for saves (see below), and I didn't experience any bugs or crashes
+The Goo are so different, they require you to use very different tactics from the other 2 factions
+It seems the developer is still regularly releasing patches and updates
+The story is pretty decent
+The world on which the game takes place is very beautiful

-Human and Beta factions are very similar
-Not a very large variety of units
-The time it takes to save a game varies from 1 second to 1 minute. I have no idea why.
-The Goo can be frustrating to play, because they are so different from the other factions
-The tutorial isn't great, for example I had to look up how to build the human's elite unit. A good time waster if nothing else, but
I really don't think it's worth the money. There are a lot of better games for free on Newgrounds and other sites, so I don't think
this is worth it.. this game is really god

14/99 buy it with Doom II
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I got this game on sale for $0.49. Since it was so cheap, I had low expectations. There's not a lot of content, but that's fine. The
game is pretty simple, but that's fine. I would have written a positive review, except the game is broken. It's very common to set
a path correctly, but the guy dies when he reaches the intersection, as though the path were set wrong. There's one mechanic in
the game, and it doesn't work correctly. Not worth my money or my time.. Terrible Controls, Sneaking and going through a door
is on one key, you can't sneak in front of a door (only one example of the vast majority of reasons, why this game is almost
unplayable). Good variety. Worth the price, if your making a game with space ships.. Great at immersing you in an
environment/setting and well worth the price.. The Inner Darkness is a fun, fairly short, puzzle-solving 2-D platformer. I
completed this game in under an hour and for the price that's fair but still could of been little bit lenghtier. I love old school NES
style graphics and the game looks great. The purplish grey darker colors with the contrast of bright Super Mario World colors
are in good taste. The game's controls are well-polished and I came across no glitches while playing. Presentation and the
controls are the strongest points of this game but then we get to the puzzles...

  Basically, all the puzzles revolve around a function of the game where you switch from the light side to the dark side. There
will be obstacles in the light side that don't exist in the dark side and so on. It's a fun idea, not the most original, but relatively it's
an under used gameplay mechanic. Variation is lacking very much in this game. The puzzles are moving boxes around to get to a
higher platform. There are some really good puzzles that were challenging and others that were way to easy for where you were
at in game. Challenging aspects a side, all the puzzles involve moving boxes to get to the next puzzle that involves moving more
boxes. Then you occasionally you have to run from some tentacle darkness monster and that takes about a minute then back to
the boxes.

  I know I'm harping on the repition of this game but I did still enjoy it. It was a relaxing, good-looking 2-D puzzle solver. The
price was I guess about right but I wouldn't suggest playing it, it was fun but too repetive. I was just expecting more from this
game, it just seems kind of empty to me.. This is what PC gaming is all about.
Floras fruit farm is a game about a girl called Flora and her fruit farm.The title is a little deceptive because the game also
involves selling the fruit.What a wonderful surprise!

Gorgeous doesnt begin to describe the backdrops and artfully created characters,truly this game is a joy to behold.
Gameplay is highly addictive,helped in no small part by the excellent soundtrack.
Get this game while you can and soon you will be harvesting and selling delicious apples like a pro!. Would be so much better if
I could stay locked on my target. Every time I swing Asata's sword he turns away from the appoinent and Im fighting a tree
while Im being hit from behind! I love the manga and anime so i hope someone fixes the game.. this is.... really a scary scary
game. played this game for a good hour and i still don't know why. buy this when it's on sale (like i did for 49 cents). tbh not
worth 5 ya get me. had troubles getting it started and that was frustrating but i figured out how to fix it by going to the
discussion boards
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